
Since we were surprised by a pandemic that has paralyzed

the planet humanity is facing a time of great unstableness.

Interpersonal relationships and activities that we used to do

have radically changed. We are all experiencing the frailty

of human life, a lot of young people live in constant fear,

loneliness and uncertainty and people die without having the

opportunity to repent their sins. Nevertheless, there something

that has not changed and on the contrary becomes more

evident in the middle of all of this pain for those who believe

and are called his sons/daughters, this is the WORD and the

PRESENCE of God.
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GOD HAS HELPED US UNTIL NOW

About Youth For
Christ

Youth for Christ is a
worldwide Christian

movement working with 
young people around the
globe. Motivated by our
own faith we give young 
people everywhere the

opportunity to be
followers of Jesus Christ.

As part of the body of
Christ, to see that every
young person in every
people group  in every

nation has the
opportunity to make an
informed  decision to be
a follower of Jesus Christ
and become a part of a

local church.   
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Vision

E1st Samuel 7:12 shows us how the prophet remembers this

truth after a battle, that there is a lot of hope for those who

live by faith! since the same powerful God of freedom during

that time is the same God of today. In the midst of this time

we can say that only the infinite love of God, his presence with

us and his living word has sustained Youth for Christ in Bolivia.
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BIBLE STUDIES

“All Scripture is inspired by God and is useful

to teach us what is true and to make us realize

what is wrong in our lives. It corrects us when we

are wrong and teaches us to do what is right.” 2nd

Timothy 3:16. Men and women participated in the

bible studies corresponding for Lamentations and

the letters to the Corinthians. 10 men and 15 women

participated.

PRAYER MEETINGS

Since we can’t do anything without Gods

dependence we continue with prayer meetings in

different schedules on Mondays, Wednesdays,

Thursdays and Fridays.

¿What activities did we do 
during may & June?

LEADERSHIP TRAININGS

LEADERSHIP 1-3

The Leadership program by Dr. John C. Maxwell is

based in fundamental principles of leadership that

are key for personal and ministry development.

More than 15 volunteers participated from the

modules, preparing them for a passionate service

towards youth.

LEADER DECISIONS

This training is about responsible evangelism,

managing emotions and abilities for life; where

each leader learns to develop his/her abilities in

the best way as possible..
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CertificaTIONS

Certification of new volunteers was

done with the purpose of guaranteeing

that these can communicate the vision,

mission, principles and fundamental

values of Youth for Christ International.

DEVOTIONALS

Various devotionals were done with the

purpose of encouraging the lives of our

followers through the social networks

that encouraged around 1000 people.

The word of God is life and many were

able to receive it through this resource.

In the middle of June, we started with a

campaign called For a Culture of

Peace, spreading messages of

prevention against violence.

TEENS

Each Saturday around 10 to 15 teens meet to

share the Word of God, as well as interact

through games, talks and virtual communion.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

In the month of June, we were able to support the

Ministry of Promise (proclaiming the message of

salvation) supplying economic needs to families

in extreme poverty conditions. Also a group of

volunteers met to hand out food to families and

people in need in the streets, reaching

approximately 60 people.
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BERNABE 
ANNIVERSARY

June the 30th we celebrated

“Bernabe’s Youth Centre” sixth

anniversary. Bernabe’s purpose is

to be a place of refuge for the

youth. We had the special

participation of Jose Carlos

Gutierrez the Director of

Americas, Mayra Cano the Latin

America Director and various

representatives of countries like

Brazil, Paraguay and Canada..

TUESDAY MEETING
LIVE BROADCAST

Tuesdays at 7:30 pm live

broadcasts were done through the

Zoom and Facebook live platforms

with a passionate heart to take the

gospel to youth. Around 30 to 40

volunteers participated in the Zoom

meetings, through the live

Facebook broadcasts we were able

to reach 1000 people

approximately.



¿What are the
oncoming
projections?

We are launching the Secure

Youth program to prevent violence

in all of its spheres with the goal of

building a “secure environment” for

the youth that lives in a corrupted

society, this the first campaign in

this beautiful program. We desire

to sow the seed of gospel to

impact our society.

DONATIONS

#PorUnaCulturaDePaz

BANCO NACIONAL DE BOLIVIA
1520377197

CONTACTS:
(+591) 72549592
 (+591) 69922790

www.juventudsinlimites.org

Find us on social networks
as "Juventud para Cristo
Bolivia"

To access other forms of
donation, scan this code.


